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The subject under discussion presented itself while 
a study of the Dative case used after verbs compounded 
with prepositions was being made. The evidently wide use 
of compound verbs, the inadequate treatment of the subject 
by the grammars, the various opinions of the grammars as 
to the effect of compounding a verb with a preposition, 
and the various opinions expressed in articles as to the 
truth and practicability of any rule, regarding the Dative 
case used after prepositional compounds aroused interest 
for examining the matter more closely and for investigat-
ing to see just what effect on case the compounding of verbs 
with prepositions has. The grammars examined were Draeger, 
Kuhner, Madvig, Zumpt, Lane, Hale, Gildersleeve, Allen 
and Greenough, Rol#y, Harkness, and Bennett, and articles 
especially examined were "The Dative with Compound Verbs 
in Latin" by Bernard Allen in the Classical Weekly for Ap-
ii 
ril 13, 1912, (2) Prepositional Compounds with the Dative 
in High School Latin and First Year in College" by Emory 
2 
B. Lease in the Classical Journal for October, 1913, (3) 
H 
The Latin Dative, Nomenclature and Classification" by Ed-
win W. Fay in the July number of the Classical Quarterly 
for 1911. 
The material for investigation was a portion of Cic-
ero's orations, and the first ten Philippics, in which the 
syntactical effect of compounding verbs with the preposi-
tional prefixes, ab, ad, ante, circum, con, de, ex, in, 
inter, ob, post, prae, pro, sub, super, sujprter, and trans 
were considered. The term prepositional prefixes is used 
although these were originally adverbs, and in the major-
ity of cases merely add an adverbial element to the verb. 
Harper's Latin .Dictic nary was made u^e of for determining 
the case construction after simple verbs. WaldeV Worter-
buch was consulted when there was doubt as to whether verbs 
were compounds or not. Verbs which although apparent com-
pounds are not found in Latin in their simple form were 
not counted in among the compound verbs, but were put by 
themselves at the end of the tables. 
The main points to be considered are (l) Detailed 
comparison with grammar statements (2) Proportion of verbs 
whose case construction is affected by the prepositional 
prefix, (3) Extent to which the case may be said to be 




The treatment by the grammars (especially the Amer-
ican grammars) cf the subject of compound verbs is on the 
whole unsatisfactory. For the most part they deal with 
compound verbs only under the Dative and Accusative cases 
with little mention of other constructions. The Dative 
with these verbs is so emphasized that the impression is 
given that the Dative is generally used with compound verbs, 
that they almost require the Dative to complete their 
meaning. As will be shown later, this is by no means the 
case. The treatment of the accusative with compounds, 
though fully as important, is given less prominence. Even 
in the workB of Allen and Lease there is lack of thorough 
investigation since they were concerned mainly with the 
dative. The grammars of Zumpt and Draeger giving lists 
of verbs taking the dative and accusative seemed to me 
the most satisfactory. Draeger, however, is unsatisfactory 
in giving the prepositions used, and both are inaccurate 
in the lists of verbs made transitive. 
The Accusative. 
First let us consider the treatment of the accusative 
case by the grammars. They deal with compound verbs en-
cabled, by composition to take the accusative, but say noth-
ing of the many transitive verbs whose construction is not 
changed. They state that many verbs of intransitive use, 
when compounded with a preposition may take the accusativef 
In my investigation comparatively few such compounds were 
found. Draeger has the whole list of prepositions ad, in, 
circum, con, inter, ob, per, ante, prae, ex, praeter, sub, 
sujbter, super, and trans, as used making intransitive verbs 
transitive. He adds ab, de, and pro as seldom making 
intransitive verbs transitive. He says that in no part of 
Latin syntax is usage so varying as that of these compounds 
most of the accusatives used with verbs whose simple forms 
were intransitive belonging to the post classic period. He 
gives a list of these verbs, distinguishing clearly between 
those used in classical Latin, and those used later. Kiih-
ner is less satisfactory in his list of verbs but more sat-
isfactory in his list of prepositions since he classifies 
them, mentioning only circum, praeter, trans, as regularly 
making intransitive verbs transitive, and states that with 
the others ad, in, per , ob, sub, etc. there is much more 
variation of construction, but that for the most part such 
verbs with transferred meaning take the accusative, but 
when they carry along with them the original meaning, the 
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preposition is repeated. 
Madvig also classifies his prepositional prefixes, hut 
includes circum, praeter, trans, also per, super, subter, 
saying that various verbs compounded with ad, con, or, in 
by acquiring an improper and altered meaning take the- ac-
cusative, as adeo, aggredior (attack), adorior, convenio 
(to meet a person in order to speak with him) coeo (to 
enter on), ineo (to enter). I found his statement of prep-
ositions used untrue as far as my examples were concerned, 
(per, super, subter, did not occur making intransitive 
verbs transitive) but his statement that the accusative is 
used with compounds of ad, con, or in, when the verb has an 
improper and altered meaning to be true for a large number 
of examples, but not for all, for example, adire prcvincias 
was used meaning to go to the provinces. 
Zumpt making the same distinction also has a graded 
list of prepositions which is the ^ame as" Madvig*s with 
the exception of subter. He states that with other com-
pounds the accusative is only tolerated, for generally the 
preposition is repeated, or the dative with verbs which 
retain as compounds the meanings of the prepositions is 
used instead of the preposition with its case. Zumpt is 
the clearest on this point, and gives cross references to 
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the dative. He gives a good full list of intransitive 
verbs made transitive, but emphasizes the fact that al-
though all these verbs may take the accusative of the place 
to which the action implied in the verb refers, in poetical 
language many more verbs being joined with the accusative, 
only verbs compounded with circum, per, praeter, trans, 
and super, frequently take the accusative, (In a rule made 
from my examples, however, per and super must be left out) 
that verbs compounded with other prepositions the ancient 
Romans preferred in their intransitive sense either with a 
preposition or the dative. "The verbs compounded with ante 
alone are construed indifferently either with the dative 
or accusative, and antegredior occurs only with the accus-
ative ." 
The statements of the common school grammar are very 
brief containing little more than lists of prepositions 
making intransitive verbs transitive. Their lists however 
vary considerably. Hale alone gives a real list of verbs 
rendered transitive, several of which, however, are incor-
rect. Harkness gives a number of verbs. Most of the gram-
mars do not mention alternating constructions or if they do 
do not give any distinction in usage. Hale states that 
several compounds take either the dative or accusative, es-
7 
pecially antecedo, anteeo, invade, praecurro. 
In regard to the prepositions given, Land & Hale, as 
did Draeger give the prepositions all in one group, omit-
ting, however, some given by Draeger. Lane gives ad, cir-
cum, ex, in, ob, per, prae, praeter, trans and some others, 
to which Hale adds ante, con, sub, subter, super, leaving 
out ex. 
Bennett and Allen and Greenough, like iCuhner, state 
that frequently circum, praeter, trans are used making in-
transitive verbs transitive, less frequently ad, per, in, 
sub. Harkness like Madvig adds super and per, but does 
not give subter. Gildersleeve grades them more than does 
any other. He states that all intransitive verbs with cir-
cum, per, praeter, trans, and subter, become intransitive, 
many verbs with ad, in, and super, some Ttrith ante, con, 
inter, ob," and sub. Whether this rule holds or not, at 
least in the portion of Latin examined, remains to be seen. 
Such a list is valuable if true. It does not, however, 
hold in reference to my examples. Roby gives no rule at 
all but considers compounds only as other verbs under the 
main divisions of his accusative. The variation of the 
lists of prepositions given in the grammars which make in-
transitive verbs transitive shows that there is yet room 
for brief, but adequate treatment such as a school grammar 
ought to give. 
% 
The second point for consideration in the grammar 
treatment is the kind of intransitive verbs made transit-
ive by composition. Lane and Harkness emphasize the fact 
that most of such verbs are verbs of motion. Draeger, Kuh-
ner, and Zumpt rightly include with verbs of motion verbs 
which Draeger calls verbs >± "Aufenthalt im Raume1', Kuhner 
"Verweilens im Raume11 and which Zumpt calls verbs which im-
ply 'being in a place1 . Kuhner and Zumpt both give the 
compounds of verbs which imply motion and verbs which im-
ply being in a place in separate lists. Madvig and Allen 
and Greenough, however, mention merely verbs of motion, 
apparently thinking it to be the case only with verbs of 
motion, or being of the opinion that there are too few 
verbs not verbs of motion which take the accusative by com-
position with a preposition to warrant any mention. My ex-
amples, however, make me disagree with such a view. 
A third point for discussion in the grammar treatment 
is the lists of compound verbs given by the grammars. Few 
of the grammars, i.e. American grammars give lists of verbs 
gaining by composition the power of taking the accusative. 
Such lists seem to me very important, more so than the rule 
as to the prefixes, for only a few verbs were found to be 
made transitive by composition with a preposition, hence 
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should be given to counteract the impression given by the 
bare rules in most of the grammars that this effect is com-
mon. Allen and Greenough, however, gives the more imp-
ortant verbs made- transitive by composition, obeo, ineo, 
convenio, adeo and in a note under the dative, adds to the 
above list aggredior, adeo, antecedo, anteeo, antegredeor, 
convenio, ineo, abeo, offendo oppugno, praecedo , subeo. 
This list should not however, include antecedo, praecedo, 
or offendo for the simple form of offendo does not occur 
while that of praecedo and antecedo is transitive as well 
as intransitive. Most of the lists in the grammars, even 
those of the larger grammars as Kuhner and Draeger, show 
lack of accuracy in that a number of verbs are included a-
mong verbs which are made transitive by the preposition, 
which were in their simple form transitive, or either trans-
itive or intransitive, In such case3, it cannot be proved 
that the preposition has had any effect on the construction. 
In Hale's list of verbs of classical usage, adscendo, adfor 
circumsecto, increpo, inrumpo, s .ibterfugio, or about 1/3 
of the verbs given, should not be included, for their simp-
le forms also take the accusative. Peragro should not be 
considered either, since there is no such simple form as 
agro. Kuhner, too, included in his list verbs which in 
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their simple form can take the accusative, accedo, ascendo 
assisto, anteverto, consisto, inscendo, irrumpo, succedo, 
superseando, trascendo, transnavigo, perrumpo, interrumpo, 
conscendo, intfrepo, enavigo, erumpo, excedo, &praeverto. 
Even Zumpt and Draeger whose lists I thought the "best 
are not free from this fault. Zumpt includes compounds of 
cedo, scando, rumpo, sisto, and cumlhl), which is not found 
in Latin, Draeger, flo, sisto, rumpo, cedo, and ruo. 
A fourth point which has already "been mentioned is 
that many of the grammars do not give cross references to 
other 
A fifth point, which not all of the graimriars make, is 
that the verbs which have been given the power of taking 
the accusative have become perfect transitives and are used 
personally in the passive. In the portion of Latin covered 
by this thesis, hardly half of the verbs enabled to take 
the accusative were used personally in the passive. A very 
few verbs were used personally in the passive which are 
not used in the active. 
In dealing with the compounds of transitive verbs 
most of the grammars concur in saying that a few transitive 
verbs compounded with circum and trans (Bennet mentions 
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only trans, while Harkness adds ad to circum and trans) ad-
mit 2 accusatives, 1 dependent on the verb the other on 
the preposition. Allen and Greenough make a rather mis-
leading statement that transitive verbs compounded with a 
preposition take a secondary object originally governed by 
the preposition, so that the reader at first glance would 
infer that the construction is a common one with any verb, 
compounded with any preposition. Later, however, he addsa 
a statement which gives a truer impression. "This is com-
mon only with traduco, traicio, and tranaporto 
In the portion of Latin covered by this thesis only 
one example of this kind was found. This shows that the con-
struction is rare. The example is praeterfectus eram loc-
um and is included uncer column 3, The active of the verb 
in this sense does not happen to occur in Latin. 
The grammars fail to mention the fact that in the maj-
ority of cases of compound verbs the preposition does not 
affect the construction. Hence in reading most of the com-
mon school grammars, the reader especially a beginner, is 
likely to receive a wrong impression. 
2. The Grammar Treatment of the Dative. 
The dative after compound verbs has been treated by 
most of the grammars more fully and satisfactorily, but in 
such a wajr as to exaggerate the occurrence of the dative 
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after such verbs and to give the impression to the begin-
ner that a compound verb almost requires a dative after 
it. This is, however, by no means the case. In their 
discussion of the rule of the dative with compound verbs 
both Allen and Lease point out the fact that in as much as 
the accusative is much more frequently used than the dative 
with compound verbs, the rules in the grammars giving the 
idea that most compound verbs take the dative are very mis-
leading. Neither of these, however, treated fully the ef-
fect of the preposition on case construction. 
The usage of compound verbs is so varying that it is 
hard to make a rule at all. some, therefore, among whom an© 
Lease and Fay, advocate doing away with the riile entirely. 
Roby does not include the rule in his grammar. 
The main points made by the different grammars are: 
1. Lists of verbs, (these are not, however, given 
by all). 
2. Statement that many compound verbs take the dat-
ive . 
3. Statement by Hale that some compounds may take 
either the Dative or accusative—This however, is not stated 
by all the grammars. 
4. Fact that compounds expressing literal motion 
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only are regularly followed by the accusative with ad or in 
and that compounds expressing both literal motion and a 
figurative idea take a prepositional phrase if the literal 
side of the meaning is to be brought out more strongly than 
usual. 
5. Fact that there are other constructions used with 
compound verbs. 
The main points of difference in the grammars in the 
treatment of the dative are (l) different lists of preposi-
tions occurring in compound verbs which take the dative. 
(2) Presence or lack of lists of compound verbs taking 
the dative. (3) Separation of treatment of simple dative, 
and dative and accusative. (4) Different opinions as to 
whether the dative depends on the verb as a whole or wheth-
er the dative may be said to be connected in sense with 
the preposition. 
The lists of prepositions used in verbs taking the 
dative differe in the grammars. Hale gives ad, ante, circus; 
cum, in, inter, ob, pos't, prae, sub, super. Some leave 
out circum, some put in pro or de or both. Ab is given by 
none of the grammars examined, while super which did not 
occur in my examples at all is given by all. Several leave 
out ab, de, ex, which I think ought to be included. 
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Of the American grammars Gildersleeve has the best list 
of compound verbs, and treatment of the dative with com-
pound verbs. 
Madvig, Kuhner, Draeger, and Lane treat the dative 
with intransitive compound verbs separately from the dat-
ive with transitive compound verbs, and gives two lists of 
prepositions. The others give but one list of prepositions 
and treat together the datives used after intransitive and 
transitive verbs. The first way is probably the better, fcr 
I found that a fewer number of prepositions are used with 
verbs taking the simfile dative than with those taking the 
dative and accusative. 
The different grammars have different opinions on the 
subject of the dependency of the dative on the meaning of 
the verb as a whole. Some championed by Mr. Allen state 
that the dative is connected in sense with the preposition. 
Mr. Lease says that the dative depends on the meaning of 
the verb as a whole, and is of the opinion, therefore, that 
the rule for the dative with compounds should be done away 
inasmuch as it is not true, and since he feels as does 
Professor Fay that the rule is for the pupils 'an opiate 
and narcotic to reflection1. 
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Mr. Allen on the other hand believes that the dative 
is in most cases connected in sense with the prepositional 
part of the verb. He makes the statement, however, that 
to say that the d ative is dependent on the meaning of 
the verb as a whole, and to say that it is connected in 
sense with the adverbial rather than with the verbal el-
ements are by no means contrary statements, but that the 
latter statement is more tangible and more easily grasped 
by young minds. In my opinion he rightly advocates the 
treatment of compound verbs as a whole instead of in dif-
ferent parts of the grammar as is now the rule. This seems 
to me the better plan, for then the pupil would get a gen-
eral idea of usage rather than the impression that most 
of them must take a single case. 
In my investigation I have found that the case really 
deyendeS^t on the meaning of the verb as a whole, but that 
in the majority of cases the dative may be said to be con-
nected in sense with the preposition, since I think that, 
as Allen says, the two statements are not contradictory. 
The difficulty however of the statement given by Allen is, 
that it is so subjective. Examples considered by some as 
connected in sense with the preposition might not be so 
considered by others. In my investigation I did not find 
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so large a proportion of datives connected in sense with 
the preposition as did Mr. Allen. He had only five verbs 
the datives with which he did not consider to be connected 
\ 
in sense with the preposition. On the other hand in the 
case of two verbs the prepositions of which he did not 
consider to be connected in sense with the dative, I con-
sidered as connected in sense, namely prospicio and previa 
eo . In regard to the accusative case>as will be seen later, 
a different statement will have to be made from that made 




In the general tables the categories included are 
(l) Dative (2) Dative and Accusative (3) Simple Accusative 
(4) Passive (5) Clause used as Object (6) Accusative and 
Ablative (7) Accusative with Prepositional Phrase (8) Prep-
ositional Phrase (9) Ablative (10) No Construction. The 
verbs taking the simple dative have been kept separate from 
those taking the accusative and dative for the purpose of 
noting any differences in the two constructions. In con-
sidering the Dative case the datives used with verbs which 
do not seem to call for an essential complement were left 
out of consideration. Only datives of essential complement 
i.e. datives of indirect object, were counted. Datives of 
reference were therefore counted only where there was any 
doubt as to whether they were datives of reference or of 
indirect object. The verbs taking such datives are comparo 
constituo, adrogo, proirogo, and obligo and are marked by 
in the tables. In the tables some verbs were counted as 
having objects when they were not expressed, but were clear-
ly implied by the preceding words. In discussingthe accus-
ative, clauses used as objects, indirect discourse, and 
complementary infinitives are included since they are stric 
tly speaking objects, but inasmuch as they cannot be eon-
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sidered as quite equivalent to nouns used as objects they 
were kept by themselves in the tables under the single col-
umn with the heading 'Clause as Object1. $ i n c e verbs which 
are used personally in the passive take an accusative when 
used in the active, passives used personally were also 
counted. They were kept by themselves, however, since they 
might not in all cases be perfectly equivalent to an active 
verb with an object. Since there were so many passives of 
verbs taking the simple accusative, these were kept by 
themselves in a separate column (4). Examples of personal 
passives occuring with the dative, ablative and preposit-
ional phrase, were however, in order to economize space, 
added in the tables to the active verbs taking accusative 
and dative (Column l), accusative and ablative (column 2), 
and accusative with prepositional phrases (column 7). For 
example adfero appears in column (2) as 17+1 which means 
that adfero is used 17 times with the accusative and dative 
and once personally in the passive with the dative. The 
latter passives are placed in parent?neses in the table of 
totals but are included in the numbers to the left of the 
parentheses. Under columns 7 to 8 are included all verbs 
used with prepositional phrases, some of which would prob-
ably be put by some in column 3 and 10. Under column 6 are 
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included ablatives of means as well as the ablatives which 
are used only as a result of the prepositional prefix. 
Some might put the compound verbs taking the accusative 
with an ablative of means under the category simple accus-
ative since the simple forms can take such an ablative as 
well as the compounds. 
The figures to the left of the prepositions in the 
Table of Totals denote the number of verbs with which the 
prepositions are compounded. These verbs can and generally 
do appear in several columns. 
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In this table the following abbreviations will be used 
as column headins: dat= Dative; d+a = dative and Accusa-
tive; aa= Accusative; pa = Passive; cl = Clause; a+a = Ac-
cusative and Ablative; a+pp = Accusative and Prepositional 
Phrase; pp = Prepositional Phrase; abl = Ablative; nc = 
Ho Case. 
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exaudeo 1 
excedo 1 6.1UTV lo-X 
excido 1 
excipio 2 1 
excito 6 3 . A lAe+16R. +4 iaA+4 
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excludo 2 1 3 l a 
excogito 1 
excutio 1 pro 
excudo 1 
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exploro 2 
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observo 1 




obsisto 1 X 
obsto 5 1 
obtineo 8 1 
obrecto Imabi. 
obvenio 1 1 
obvolvo 1 
offendo 2 
oraitto 5 3 
oppono 4 1 
opprimo 9 6 2+7 
oppugno IS 2 
obtempero 1 1 
offero 1 1 3 
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dat d+a acc pa cl a+a a+pp pp abl nc 
percipio 1 
perdo 3 6 
pereo 5 
perfero 1 ad 




7L unoLbl, permaneo 3 
permitto +2 1 
permoveo 1 +1 
I^erpoto 1 de 2 
peraequor 5 1 1 lYtlC. 




perterreo 1 +3 
ptrtineo 1 
pertimesco 8 4 2 
pertineo 9 ad 
perturbo 4 1 +1 
perverto 1 
pervenio 5 l vv. &c, 2 
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dat d+a acc pa cl a+a a+p pp abl nc 
praecipio 2 1 1 1 
praedico 1 1 4 2 
praebeo x a d 
praefero 2 
praefinio 1 
praemitto 2 3 imac, 
praepono 1 l 
praesideo 4 
praesto 1 1 
Xjraesuin 3 
praeverto 2 




prodeo 1 ex 
produco 
prodo 3 1 
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proficio 1 1 
profiteer 5 1 de 
profligo 1+1 
profugio 1 3 
profundo 1 
progredior juvtaw. 1 
prohibeo 1 2 7 1 ab 
proicio 1 
promitto 1 1 1 1 
prormntio 1 1 i 
propago 
propulso 4 1 1+1 
propono 1 3 4 1 ad 
prorogo • 7 1 1 
prosequor 2 1 1 ad 
prospicio 2 1 1 
prosterno 1 1 ad 
prosum 6 -
provideo 2 4 3 4 IcwctcJ. 
protraho +1 ad 
proveho 1 +lad 
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Verbs Which are Apparent Compounds Whose Simple 
Forms are not Pound in Latin. 
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ignoro 3 5 
imbue 1 
imitor 2 






invito 1 l lad £-ft4 
. obliviscor 1 
obscure 1 1 
occulto 1 2 1 
peragro 1 
persevero <2 i"waM, 
prof o^scor 
iropero 1 
praestolor 1 1 
promulgo 5 +lde 
supero 1 
suppedito 1 1 
auspfeor 2 1 
Verbs Having No Case Construction 
Although the grammars give various statements as to 
the use of various cases after compound verbs, they fail to 
mention the fact that often compound verbs are used with-
out any case at all. Hence one receives the impression 
from some of the grammars that a compound verb almost re-
quires a case after it. In working up the subject of com-
pound verbs, however, I found that about Q% of all the 
occurrences of compound verbs and about 18$ of all the com-
pound verbs occurred without any case construction. In this 
number, moreover, some verbs with which an object was so 
clearly implied by the context that they were considered 
as having an object were not included but were counted as 
having case construction. Of the 92 verbs with 207 oc-
currences used without any case construction, accelero, ad-
sideo, adsoleo, antecedo, computo, conruo, consideo, de-
coquo, deflagro, deficio, delibero, exlabor, emergo, enitor 
exorior, erumpo, ascendo, excito, ingenio, insto, insum, 
intercurro, intercedo, interdico, intereo, intervenio, 
obscurro, obsum, obvenio, perbacchor, pereo, perpoto, pro-
cedo, progredior, 34 in all, were not found with any case 
construction in the Latin read- The remaining 58 of the 92 
also appear in one or more of the other categories. A dis-
cussion of the verbs in this category which have been made 
HI 
intransitive by the prepositional prefix will be included 
under the discussion of the accusative, since they have 
lost the power of taking the accusative by composition • 
The Accusative Case with Compound Verbs. 
In discussing the accusative case with compound verbs 
the categories 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, are included. 
The great majority of compound verbs were used with 
the accusative case or personally in the passive. Only a 
small percent of the total number of accusatives with com-
pound verbs, however, were used as a result of compounding. 
In reference to the accusative case the preposition may af-
fect the construction in one of several ways. 
1. It may enable an intransitive verb to take the 
accusative. 
2. It may make permanently transitive, verbs which 
were in their simple form either transitive or intransitive, 
3. It may render intransitive verbs which were trans-
itive before they were compounded. 
4* It may render intransitive verbs which in their 
simple form were either transitive or intransitive. 
5. It may make either transitive or intransitive 
verbs which were transitive in their simple form. 
6. It may enable the verb to take a predicate ac-
cu 
cusative in addition to a simple : object. 
7. It may enable the verb to take a different kind 
of object from the one it was originally able to take, It 
may enable a verb which could take only an impersonal ob-
ject or an object of effect to take a personal ob.ject or 
an object of affect. 
1 The most common effect was the rendering trans-
itive of intransitive verbs. This occurs much less fre-
quently than one would suppose from reading the grammars. 
Most of them say, "Many intransitive verbs11. In the por-
tion of Latin read, compounds were found of 28 verbs which 
are always intransitive (at least in Cicero. Some verbs 
which are, according to Ciceronian usage intransitive, may 
in other writers be either transitive or intransitive) 
namely bacchor, cado, candeo, cubo, curro, dormio, eo, 
flagro, gradior, gravesco, latesco, labor, luceo, maneo, 
migro, nivesco, nitor, orior, pugno, pareo, sedeo, silio, 
soleo, sto, sum, vado, venio, volo, Of these 28, 10 are 
verbs of motion. Of these., 10 verbs of motion 6, eo (with 
ad, ante, con, intro, in, sub, ob, praeter^) gradior (with 
in) vado (with e, in) venio (with con) pugno (with ob & e) 
silio (with trans) are given new power of taking the ac-
cusative . 
Hi 
We will now consider the number of compound verbs as 
found in columns 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, which are given new power 
of taking the accusative. Out of 225 verbs with 706 oc-
currences used with the simple accusative only 18 with 72 
occurences were given new power of taking the accusative, 
namely, adeo 3, (i.e. adeo occurring 3 times), circumsto 3, 
convenio 2, circumsideo 7, evado 1, introeo 3, invenio 1, 
invado 1, ineo 6, incendo 3, ingredior 1, obeo 5, obsideo 
8, oppugno 18, praesto 1, praetereo 5, jfcubeo 1, transilio. 
From 161 verbs with 349 occurrences used personally 
in the passive, 8 intransitive verbs" with 21 occurrences 
were given the power of being used personally in the pas-
sive--circumsedeo 1, epugno 1, incendo 1, invenio 10, ob-
sideo 4, obeo 1, praetereo 1, oppugno 2. Of these only 1, 
epugno, was not used also in the active. This verb can, 
however, (as I found out from the dictionary) also be used 
in the active voice with the accusative. The fact that it 
was used only in the passive in the Latin covered, is due 
only to chance. The fact that over half of the verbs gain-
ing new power of taking the accusative Y/ere not also used 
in the passive, thus failing to give proof that all these 
verbs have become perfect transitives which statement is 
made by several of the grammars, is probably due to the 
5~o 
small ground of latin covered. Of the 161 verbs used in 
column 4, 35 verbs with 48 occurrences, abripio, 1, ab-
scondo 1, )past participle), abstergeo 1, adficio 2 (past 
participle) ccjpulco 1, condo 1 (past participle) conducol 
(past participele), conlido 1 (past participle), conrogo 1 
constringo 3, demo 1 (past participle) deprehendo 2, de-
ripio 1, describo 2, desero 4, despicio 2, exeudo 1 (past 
participle ) exopto 1, (past participle) expello 3 (past 
participle) expendo 1, exploro 2 (past participle) epugno 1 
inauro 1 (past participle), infigo 1 (past participle), 
infirmo 1, inlustro 2, inrideo 1, intericio 1 (past part-
iciple), abrogo 1, permoveo 1, percello 1, perterreo 1, 
praefinio 1, praeterveho 1, proveho 1 )past participle) 
were not found in the active voice in the Latin read. I 
found however, by looking in the dictionary that all of 
these but inauro, abscondo, collido, obrogo, are used by 
Cicero in the active voice. Inauro is used most frequently 
in the perfect passive participle. 
Out of 45 verbs (column 5) occurring 198 times with 
a clause as object, none was enabled to take the accusativa 
Prom 55 verbs occurring 153 (column 2) times with the 
accusative and dative, only 1, praesto with transferred 
meaning was given new power of taking the accusative. The 
5"! 
compounding of this verb has given it the meaning which al-
lows both accusative and dative. No intransitive verb or-
iginally taking the dative acquired power to take the ac-
cusative by composition. 
Prom 89 verbs (column 6) used with the accusative 
W Itk 
and ablativeA159 occurrences, only 3 with 4 occurrences, 
anteeo 1, circumsideo 1, obsideo 2, received new power of 
taking the accusative, and from 120 verbs (column 7) occur-
ring 278 times with a prepositional phrase, 3 with 3 oc-
currences, coneo cum 1, obeo in (with ablative case, obsid-
eo cum 1, gained new power of taking the accusative. In 
the categories 2, 6, 7, as has been mentioned before, verbs 
u^ed personally in the passive with the dative case, abla-
tive case or with a prepositional phrase were also counted. 
Of these verbs, did not occur in the active voice in 
the literature examined* 
Of the 9 simple intransitive verbs which were given 
the power of taking the accusative, namely eo, venio, sedio 
candeo, gredior, sto, pugno, silio, 66 2/3 were verbs of 
motion. Kuhner, Draeger and Zumpt are right therefore in 
mentioning^verbs which imply being in a place, as well as 
verbs of motion [in their rule]. Madvig and Allen and Green-
5 a 
ough, who state that intransitive verbs of motion become 
transitive by composition, and also the others who say that 
most of the intransitive verbs made transitive are verbs 
of motion should add verbs implying being in a place. ̂  
Altogether, from 363 verbs with 1841 occurrences, in 
which all verbs taking the simple accusative, clause as 
object, accusative and dative, and accusative and preposi-
tional phrase, and in which all passives were counted, only 
22 with 100 occurrences were given new power of taking the 
accusative. These are: adeo 3, anteeo 1, circumsto, 3, 
coeo 1, convenio 2, circumsedeo 9, edormio 1, expugno 1, 
evado 1, introeo 3, invenio 11, invado 1, ineo 6, incendo 
4, ingredior 1, obeo 7, obsideo 15, praesto 2, oppugno 20, 
praetereo 6, subeo 1, transilio 1. 
Constructions Occurring with Compound Verbs Who* 
























eo in ac 1 
eo ex 2 
sum ab 4 




in abl 1 
in abl 2 
volo in^ad 4 
flagro 1+1 
nivesco 1 in abl I 
sedeo 1 
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eo 5 3 
gradior 1 
cubo pro 1 
sulto 
in + ac 2 
sum inter 4 
in acc 1 












No case prep. Ph. Dative 
dormio 1 2 
gravesco 1 
sum 1 inter 2 
sto 1 
luceo 2 






venio 2 in acc. 5 
maneo 3 in abl. 2 
sedeo 4 
sum 3 
praeter eo 6 
veho^r 1 
Accus. No Case Prep. Phr. Dative 
pro gradior 1 
eo 1 
sum 4 
sub eo 1 in abl. 1 
curro 1 
venio 1 
sum in abl I sum 1 
trans silio 1 
57 
A . p r e c e d i n g 
As can be seen by the tables, so few verbs 
occur in the small portion of latin considered* in more 
than one construction that little can be said about them. 
I think, however, that the distinction that a few grammars 
make, Xis true in general, namely that the accusative is 
used when the verb has a transferred meaning, but that when 
the meaning of the preposition is especially emphasized 
the prepositional phrase is preferred. 
Only in comparatively few cases have prepositions com-
pounded with verbs affected the construction in reference 
to the accusative in each of the other ways mentioned a-
bcve. 1. Verbs made permanently transitive which were 
before composition, either transitive or intransitive are 
er.;cto, exhalo, inflammo, imploro, obruo, conflo, exploro. 
2* The following verbs were found which have been changed 
from transitive to intransitive verbs: pertineo, invideo, 
consentio, impendeo. 
The fact that some transitive verbs are rendered in-
transitive in composition has not been stated in the gram-
mars. 3• In the case of accedo, conruo, consisto, des-
cendo, escendo, ingemo, intercedo, obtempero, obsisto, 
succedo, the prefix has made intransitive a verb which in 
its simple form was either transitive or intransitive. 
23L 
4. The following verbs were found whose simple trans-
itive forms were enabled to be either transitive or in-
transitive by composition: confligo, contingo, decoquo, 
deficio, delibero, emergo, erumpo, ignosco, inauguro, im-
pero, impetro, perpoto, provideo, provoco, prospiceo, sus-
p i c i o. 
5. Only two verbs, appello and existimo were given 
the power of taking a predicate accusative in addition to 
a direct object. These have been included in column 3 in 
order to economize space. 
6. Addico, abdico, adficio, conficio, conscribo, 
deapero, excludo, interficio, oppugno have been enabled 
by composition to take a different kind of object from the 
one they could take before they were compounded. They have 
been enabled to take a personal object or object of af-
fect whereas before they were compounded they could take 
impersonal 
only an Aobject or object of effect. 
In by far the greater number of compound verbs there-
fore, (the percentage will appear later) the preposition 
had no effect on the case construction, but only added an 
adverbial element, sometimes changing the meaning of the 
verb, but often only strengthening it. 
The two views upon the question as to whether the case 
is connected in sense with the prepositional prefix of the 
compound verb, represented by Allen and Lease have been 
given, and it has also been shown that in reality there is 
not so much difference between the two as one would at 
first think. It is really only a matter of wording and 
a question as to which statement will be better understood 
by the pupil. 
Let us examine the behavior of the accusative in re-
spect to connection in sense with the preposition. The 
accusative is very different from the dative in regard to 
this. A good proportion of the datives examined may be 
said to be connected in seribe with the preposition. On the 
other hand, however, very few of the verbs compounded with 
a preposition take an accusative connected in sense with 
the preposition. Of the intransitive verbs rendered trans-
itive the accusative as one would naturally expect, is con-
nected in sense with the preposition in the majority of 
cases, or in 92 % of the verbs, convenio and praesto (mean-
inr to furnish) being the only exceptions. But of trans-
itive verbs compounded, which as has already been stated, 
form a great majority of all compound verbs, a verb which 
takes the accusative connected in sense with the preposi-
tion is a rare exception. Adsequor, insequor, adspicio, 
IqO 
imploro, intueor, despicio are the only ones which take 
an accusative which seems to he closely connected in sense 
with the preposition. 
With reference to the accusative with compound verbs 
the following general statements may be made: 
1. The majority of compound verbs are used with the 
accusative. Of these accusatives, however, only a small 
percentage are used as a result of composition. 2.2fa of 
all the compound verbs are verbs whose simple forms have ao-
quired increased power of taking the accusative. 4.3 fo of 
all the compound verbs are verbs whose simple forms have 
by composition acquired new power of taking the accusative. 
The intransitive verbs which were given power of taking the 
accusative, namely verbs of motion, but also verbs imply-
ing being in a place, are: dormio, compounded with e, eo 
with ad, ante, con, intro, in sub, ob, praeter, gradior wife 
in, vado with e, in, venio with in, cum, pugno with ob, e, 
sedeo with circum, silio with trans, sto with circum, prae 
Intransitive verbs compounded with circum, praeter, trans, 
(ante ? only ene example was used) always take the accusa-
tive, which intransitive verbs compounded with ob, in, ad, 
e, con, inter, sub, take in general the accusative case 
with transferred meaning, but when used with natural mean-
ing take preferably either a prepositional phrase, diative, 
23L 
or no*construction. 
2. Intransitive verts taking the dative cannot by 
composition take the accusative. 
3. To about 6.1$ of all the compound verbs the power 
of being intransitive has either been given or increased. 
4. Only a small percent of the verbs have been-en-
abled by composition to take a double accusative, or to 
take an accusative of personal object or object of affect, 
instead of an impersonal object or object of effect. 
5. The greater proporition of accusatives with the 
exception of those used with intransitive verbs made trans-
itive are not connected in sense with the preposition. 
The Dative with Compound Verbs. 
The dative case with compound verbs is as has already 
been seated, expecially emphasized by the grammars although 
comparatively few compound verbs take the dative. Out of 
a total of 466 compound verbs, 83, i.e. 16 fo take the dat-
ive, 26 the simple dative, and 55 the dative and accusative. 
The simple dative, and the dative and accusative have been 
kept separate in order to note differences in the two con-
struction?, but they will be combined after a treatment of 
each has been made. 
In discussing the dative the following points are to 
be considered. 1. The prepositions used in compound verbs 
which take the dative 2. Number of verbs used with the 
dative, the construction of which is not changed 3. Numb-
er of verbs whose prepositional prefixes change the pro-
portion of the use of the dative. 4. Number of verbs to 
which the preposition gives a new power of taking the dat-
ive, 5. Number of verbs which have by composition lost 
the power of taking the dative, 6. The extent to which 
the dative may be said to be connected in sense with the 
preposition. 7. The alternate constructions with regard 
to figurative and local meaning. 
In the examples consid red 14 prepositions formed 
compounds taking the dative: 
Al:, ad, ante, con, de, e, in, inter, ob, per, prae, 
pro, sub, trans. Of these, 10, ad, con, de, e, in, inter, 
ob, prae, pro, sub, formed compounds taking the simple 
uative. All 14 formed compounds taking the dative in ad-
dition to an accusative. Of the 10 prepositions forming 
compounds taking the simple dative 4, each occurring with 
one verb, con, per, pro, sub, increased the power of the 
simple verb to take the dative. Three of these, however, 
(per being accepted) were also used with other verbs which 
they enabled to take the dative. All but per, i.e. ad 3 
4 3 
(22), con 1 (3), da 1 (15), e 2 (2), in 5 (2D), ob 3 (7), 
prae 2 (7), pro 3 (10), sub 3 (8) were used with verbs to 
which they gave new power of taking the dative. (The fig-
ures represent the number of verbs with which the prepo-
sition is compounded, and the number of occurrences res-
pectively ). 
Of the 14 prepositions used with verbs originally 
transitive ad compounded with 2 verbs occurring 3 times, 
con 2 (12), de 2 (6), in 1 (2) inter 1 (l), ob 1 (l), pro 
2 (4), trans 1 (6). De and trans however, are the only 
ones of these which did not also occur either giving the 
verb power of taking the dative in addition to the accus-
ative, or increasing the power of taking the dative. Ab 
1 (1) ad 2 (20), ante 1 f2), con 5 (ll), in 1(8), ob (2 
(5), prae 1 (2), increased the power of the transitive 
verb to take the dative. Ad 4 (10), ante 1(1), de 3 (4) 
ex 3(4), ex 3(8), in 5(ll), inter 1 (2), ob 3(14), per 1 
(2), prae 4(6) pro 2 (8), sub 1(3) gave the verb new pow-
er of taking the dative. 
In the majority of datives considered, the preposi-
tion either gave the simple verb power to take the dative 
or increased its power. Of the compound verbs taking the 
simple dative not one was found whose case construction 
kH 
way not affected, by the preposition. The construction of 
13 of the 55 verbs taking both accusative and dative, i.e. 
23 'Jo was not affected by the preposition. These verbs are 
addico (l), attribuo (2), concedo (7), comnendo (5), dem-
onstro (1), denuntio (5), 4ndeco (2), interdico (l), ob-
nuntio (l), praedicc (1), prodo (3), pronuntio (1), trado 
(6) . 
Quite a number of verbs were found which in their simp-
le form take the dative, but are more likely to take the 
dative when compounded. Jlany of these are verbs of motion. 
Out of 28 verbs with 103 occurrences with the dative, 4 
with 7 occurrences i.e. 14 confido, appropinquo, per-
suadeo, succedo were given increased power of taking the 
dative. In the case of verbs used with both dative and 
accusative, however, the percentage of verbs which as a 
result of composition received increased power of taking 
the dative is larger—23 % . These verbs comprise 13 out 
of the 55. They are aufero, affero, aritefero, adsigno, 
condono, coniungo, comparo, committo, constituo, infero, 
offero, ostendo, praefero. 
The most important and interesting class of compound 
verbs taking the dative of indirect object are those which 
have by composition received a new power of taking the dat-
ive, i. e. t ose verbs which in their simple form could 
not take the dative. Out of 28 verbs used with the simple 
dative 25 verbs with 98 occurrences, or about 90 fc given 
new power of taking the dative. These are accido(3), adsum 
( G ) , aaaentior (13), contingo (3), desum (15), excido (l) 
Avenio (l) ignosco (2), indormio (2) impendeo (8), invid-
eo (C), inluceo (2), intersum (2) obvenio (l), obsisto (l) 
obsto (5) persuadeo (2) praesidio (4), praesum (3), prosum 
6, i^rspicio (2), profideo (2), succurro (l), subvenio (6) 
subsum (l). 
The proportion of verbs used with both dative and ac-
cusative which gained new power of taking the dative is 
not so large—29 verbs with 68 occurrences out of 55 with 
153 occurrences, or not quite 50 54 verbs out of a tot-
al of 83 verbs taking the dative either simple dative, or 
dative in addition to the accusative, i. e. 64^. 
The verbs to be considered next are those which have 
lost the power of taking the dative. These are abdico, ac-
cedc, Jministro, conscribo, defigo, describo, excedc, pro-
cedo, infigo, and inscribo. 
The question as to the extent of the connection in 
sense of case with preposition comes up especially in ref-
erence to the dative case. I found that although strictly 
speaking, the dative with compound verbs depended on the 
u 
meaning of the verb as a whole, yet in the majority of 
cases it may also be said to be connected in sense with 
the preposition. The preposition has given the verb a mean-
ing which enables it to take the dative. Of the 83 verbs 
taking the dative caae, all but confido, oontigo, evenio, 
ignosco, contingo, adimo, decerno, permitto, praecipio, 
praesto, promitto, i.e. about 87 % took a dative which 
was connected in sense with the preposition. Mr. Allen 
found a larger percent of datives to be connected in sens* 
with the preposition. 
The alternate constructions of the simple dative are 
simple accusative, or prepositional phrase. These have 
been treated before. The alternate constructions of the 
dative used in addition to the accusative are accusative 
and prepositional phrase, and accusative and ablative. In 
general it may be said that to express place the accusative 
with the prepositional phrase is used. 
To sum up, only 16 fo of the total number of compound 
verbs took the dative. Quite a number of these took also 
the accusative, prepositional phrase, accusative and prep-
ositional phrase, or the accusative and ablative. Of the 
datives used, a large percent may be said to be connected 
in sense with the preposition, although the dative really 
kl 
depends on the meaning of the verb as a whole. 6 4 ^ of the 
total number of verbs taking the dative gained by composi-
tion a new power of taking the dative. A few verbs upon 
being compounded lost the power of taking the dative The 
prepositions used forming compounds taking the dative in 
addition to an accusative are in, ad, ob, con, prae, pro, 
de, ex, inter, trans, ante, per, sub, ob, trans. 
Of ffi9 verbs with 159 occurrences used with accusative 
and ablatives only 9, abdico, abstineo, deicio, demoveo, 
excludo, eicco, eructo, includo, profero, are used with 
ablatives connected in sense with the preposition. The 
rest of the ablatives are ablatives of means. Only 2 verbs 
abdico, prohibeo, taking the accusative and ablative gained 
new rower of taking the ablative. 
f The frefOSif'toYLS U. S6 d f a r m i Vx g O o vru f oa n, cl <? wk'ick 
" { o o K t k e slv^^U d a t i v e a r e t n o r d e r c I t k e c v l v n v Tav i ce ; 
i n , 9lcL ,yrd , 5ui)f ob, jorae, de , goyl, 
us 
Effect on Construction "by Prepositions Governing the 
Accusative. 
In the following table the letters at the head of the 
several columns have the following meaning: a = Number of 
<w 
verbs compounded; b* = Verbs given a new pqipr of taking 
dative; c = Increase of dative; d ^ New power of taking 
accusative, e * Increase of power of taking accusative; 
f =s Verbs to which power of being intransitive is either 
given or increased; g = Verbs gaining power of taking an 
object of a different kind from the one they were able 
to take before composition; h = New power for taking the 
ablative; i = total number of compound words with constr-
uctions affected. 
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Total number of compound verbs with construction af-
fected, by composition with: 
1 Preposition governing the accusative 48 y 
2. Preposition governing the ablative b© 
3. Preposition governing either accusative 
or ablative 29 
131 
Total number of compound verbs whose simple forms 
were compounded with: 
1. Prepositions governing the accusative 145 
2. Prepositions governing the ablative 271 
3. Prepositions governing either accusative 
or ablative 70 
486* 
In conclusion only a very small percentage (about 28 % 
of the compound verbs have constructions affected by comp-
osition with prepositions: 
10.9^' of all the compound verbs were given new power 
of taking the dative. 
3.5 f of all the compound verbs were given increased 
power of taking the dative. 
4 f t of all the compound verbs were given new power 
of takinp the accusative. 
2.2 fo of all the compound verbs we re given increased 
power of taking the accusative. 
23L 
6.1 /o of all the compound verbs were given either 
new or increased power of being intransitive. 
1.6 % of all the compound verbs were given power of 
taking a different kind of object from the one the verbs c 
could take before composition. They have been enabled to 
take a personal object or object of affect whereas they 
were able before they were compounded to take only an obj-
ect of thing, or object of effect. 
j w n 
.04 fo of all the compound verbs were given new pô er of 
taking the ablative. 
In the case of about 1Z % of all the compound verbs, 
the preposition had no effect on the case construction, 
but only added an adverbial element, sometimes changing the 
meaning of the verb, but often only strengthening it. 
